Electrochemical and spectral analysis of the long-range interactions between the Qo and Qi sites and the heme prosthetic groups in ubiquinol-cytochrome c oxidoreductase.
The results are presented of an electrochemical and high-resolution spectral analysis of the heme prosthetic groups in the bc1 complex from mouse cells. To study the long-range interactions between the Qo and Qi quinone redox sites and the b heme groups, we analyzed the effects on the proximal and distal b heme groups, and the c1 heme, of inhibitors that tightly and specifically bind to the Qi or Qo redox site. A number of results emerged from these studies. (1) There is inhomogeneous broadening of the b heme alpha band absorption spectra. Furthermore, contrary to the conclusion from low-resolution spectral analysis, the higher energy transition in the split-alpha band spectrum of the bL heme is more intense than the lower energy transition. (2) Inhibitors that bind at the Qi site have significant effects upon the electronic environment of the distal bL heme. Conversely, Qo site inhibitors induced changes in the electronic environment of the distal bH heme. (3) In contrast, inhibitor binding at either site has little effect upon the midpoint potential of the distal heme. (4) Experiments in which both a Qi and a Qo inhibitor are bound at the redox sites indicate that the long-range effects of one inhibitor are not blocked by the second inhibitor; enhanced effects are often observed. (5) In the double-inhibitor titrations involving the Qo inhibitor myxothiazol, there is evidence for two electrochemically and spectrally distinct species of the bL heme group, a phenomenon not observed previously. (6) The high-resolution deconvolutions of alpha band absorption spectra allow an interpretation of these inhibitor-induced changes in terms of homogeneous broadening, inhomogeneous broadening, and changes in x-y degeneracy. The general conclusion from these experiments is that when an inhibitor binds to a quinone redox site of the cytochrome b protein, it produces local conformational changes that, in turn, are transmitted to distal regions of the protein. The ligation of the bH and bL hemes between two parallel transmembrane helices provides a mechanism by which long-distance interactions can be propagated. The lack of long-range effects upon the midpoint potentials of the heme groups suggests, however, that protein conformational changes are unlikely to be a major control mechanism for the transmembrane electron- and proton-transfer steps of the Q cycle.